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HDR Remodeling Awarded top LGBTQ Owned Business from California State Senate 

Berkeley, CA (July 30, 2018) - HDR Remodeling was awarded a Certificate of Recognition in honor of their 
business’s distinction as one of the top LGBTQ owned businesses in the Bay Area. The award was given by Scott 
Wiener, Democratic Senator representing the 11th Senate District of the State of California, which encompasses San 
Francisco and parts of San Mateo County.  

HDR Remodeling is a full service residential Design + Build remodeling contractor serving Berkeley and the greater 
East Bay Area. Founded by President Philip Anderson over 30 years ago, HDR Remodeling has grown from its early 
days as a handyman company. The company’s reputation for quality work, superior service, and commitment to their 
community has transformed HDR Remodeling into a full service remodeling firm that specializes in custom 
kitchens, bathrooms, whole house remodels and in recent years, ADUs, also known as accessory dwelling units or 
guest houses. 

As noted in the Certificate of Recognition to HDR Remodeling, “It is vital to our community to have LGBTQ 
representation as leaders and owners of our local businesses. [HDR Remodeling’s] unwavering committeemen to 
LGBTQ equality in the work place is commendable.” The award thanks HDR Remodeling for their contribution to 
diversity and congratulates them on their achievements.   

As a company that aspires to transform the East Bay community to make each home a special place, HDR 
Remodeling has cultivated a workplace that fosters creativity, empowerment, and acceptance. Proud to have 
received this coveted Certificate of Recognition, HDR Remodeling will continue their commitment to building a 
better community one home remodel at a time.  

For more information about HDR Remodeling and what they can do for you and your community, visit 
hdrremodeling.com/about-us.  

About HDR Remodeling 
  
Founded in 1987, HDR Remodeling is an award-winning full service residential Design + Build firm serving the 
East Bay Area. HDR Remodeling has positioned itself at the forefront of home remodels including kitchen remodel, 
bathroom remodel, building accessory dwelling units, balcony remodels, and full home remodels. They pride 
themselves on being able to give back to their community by educating them on how they can achieve their dream 
home. Their Design philosophy is to re-imagine homes for the way we really live today. 
  
For more information on HDR Remodeling, visit their website at hdrremodeling.com or contact Ana Mathys. Email: 
ana@hdrremodeling.com Office: 510-845-6100. 
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